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Comic books and animated films quickly acquired a relationship  
of almost mixed blood. Authors such as Winsor McCay in the USA  
or Émile Cohl in France worked in both arts as did, later, Benjamin 
Rabier. This dialogue continued during the entire 20th century  
and still remains, today, more vivacious than ever. These two artistic 
disciplines both took off during the 20th century. They are among  
the forms of art that appeared at the end of the 19th century  
and during the 20th century, alongside photography and video 
games, all of which have spread across the planet in a spectacular 
way, despite a lack of immediate institutional and academic  
recognition. They also allowed for a link to be made between  
the generations.

The exhibition "from popeye to persepolis" explores the historical  
relationships between these two artistic expressions which, based  
on mutual references, met with a considerable success among  
a broad public, transcending social classes. This united boom  
fashioned the development of a popular imaginary on a planetary 
level, marked by prominent figures, with a universal success  
and a remarkable longevity. By exploiting the rich collections  
of the library and of the museum of La Cité, as well as pieces  
from private and public collections, the exhibition explores  
the specificity of the connections between the two arts  
and their development throughout the 20th century up to our era,  
based on such essential works as Popeye, Krazy Kat, Betty Boop,  
or the central productions of Walt Disney, up to the startling success  
of manga.

preface 
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This original exhibition takes on quite a particular resonance  
in Angoulême, which benefits from an ecosystem of dynamic images 
closely associating the “ninth art” with animated film, along  
with a community of artists-authors, from fine art schools in the world 
of images, production and manufacturing enterprises, as well  
as displays of both a national and an international outreach.  
It is set in the desire of La Cité internationale de la bande dessinée  
et de l'image to show the historical place of comics in the dialogue  
of the arts, as in the exhibitions "Goscinny and the Cinema" in 2018,  
or else "Fashion and Comics" presented in 2019.

I should like to congratulate the curators of this remarkable  
exhibition, Anne Hélène Hoog and Pascal Vimenet, for the quality 
and depth of their work and to express my deepest thanks  
for the extremely precious support of Serge Bromberg.

Pierre Lungheretti
general director de la Cité internationale de la bande dessinée  
et de l'image
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The worldwide success of the Angoulême International Comics  
Festival, the creation of the first European comics museum  
and of the first European patrimonial archive (the second in the world)  
have helped to stimulate knowhow about images in the town’s  
territory. The vitality of animated film (with 25 animation studios),  
the local presence of authors of comic books and of artists  
and technicians of animation (over 1,500 professionals), schools  
of art and of the image (14 specialised schools with over 1,600 students)  
including the École des métiers du cinéma d'animation (EMCA),  
the École européenne supérieure de l'image (EESI), attached  
to the University of Poitiers, and the École nationale du jeu  
et des médias interactifs numériques (ENJMIN), attached  
to the CNAM, make it more than ever necessary to explore the close, 
almost genetic, connections that have existed between comic  
books and animated films since the beginning of the 20th century, 
and which are still being woven together today.

Aimed at every sort of audience, the exhibition "from popeye  
to persepolis. comic books and animation films" is entertaining  
and educative, with the novel aim of showing the origins  
and metamorphoses of a new popular culture. It examines  
the ways in which two arts, comics and cartoons, then animated 
films, grew up together, before being diffused and then infused  
into the heart of popular culture. Both of them have enthused,  
or even fascinated artists and audiences thanks to their visual language  
and the “magical” character of the works thus obtained, which are  
constantly being renewed by an almost unceasing innovation  
in the field of techniques. Via a feedback effect, a heightened  
stimulation of the imagination and of daring in our technical  
and cultural world has now become perceptible in our everyday  
lives. Furthermore, the industrial giddiness of productions aimed  
at mass consumption was an essential phase in the constitution  
of a world culture whose dynamic is far from running down, because 
it is now being picked up by digital and multimedia techniques,  
so as to spread even more broadly and quickly.

from popeye to persepolis 
comics and animated films

27 January – 6 November  
2022

curatorship:  
anne hélène hoog  
director of the musée 
de la cité internationale  
de la bande dessinée 
et de l'image, angoulême) 
serge bromberg  
producer, specialist  
in the history of the cinema, 
lobster films 
pascal vimenet  
teacher at emca angoulême,  
expert in animated films, 
associate researcher  
at the university jean-jaurès  
in toulouse

l'exposition
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Starting with the distribution of drawn images in the context  
of the arrival of industrial modernity at the very start  
of the 20th century, and with no pretention of being exhaustive,  
the exhibition examines the common or singular usages which have 
been made of this process, until the 21st century, and explores  
the complex and fertile relationship between animated films  
and comic books in both public and private spaces.

There can thus be seen the diversity of the geographical areas  
of production, the role of technological innovations and the setting 
of graphic languages in a shared collection of aesthetic, literary  
or mythological references.

Displayed in the grand hall for temporary exhibitions, over a surface 
of 400 m2, the exhibition is made up of a good 400 works, objects 
and documents (plates, original drawings, periodicals and printed 
albums, cameras, film holders and projectors, photographs  
and archive footage, small and large screens), all there  
for the visitors’ pleasure.

2.

2.
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In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a sensational upheaval  
occurred across the world. For the first time, a large public fell  
in love with visual attractions: literature en estampes and the optical 
theatre, soon renamed “comic books and “animated films”.  
It was something new: drawings in motion were being projected 
onto a screen.

A new popular culture was sketching out the modern civilisation  
of the “king-image”. Comics, caricatures, posters, optical toys,  
then films invaded daily life. These "new attractions", as they  
were known at the time, directly linked to technical and industrial 
developments (electricity, mass printing, the cinema), created  
at the same time a new form of language that was universally  
and instantly understood.

in the days of "new attractions" I.

the journey

3.

4. 5.
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Between Europe and America, from Töpffer to Reynaud, from Cohl 
to McCay, or from Rabier to the Fleischer brothers, comics  
and animated films proliferated, taking to the summit the first graphic 
stars: Fantoche, Little Nemo, Koko the Clown or Felix the Cat.

The First World War weakened the power of publishing houses  
for the young as well as the domination of French studios (Gaumont, 
Pathé, Éclair), while in the USA numerous comic strips were published 
and the first cartoon studios opened. Between 1916 and 1928,  
three studios (Fables Production, Pat Sullivan Studio and the Out  
of the Inkwell Studio) flourished. The shadow of Popeye was looming.

8.  7.

6.
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From the 1920s to the 1940s, cartoon heroes – from Mickey Mouse  
to Bécassine, from the Little King to Little Lulu, from Betty Boop  
to Popeye – saw their worldwide renown rise triumphantly.  
They often migrated from cartoons to comics, or vice versa,  
sometimes running the risk of losing their singularities. The USA  
was their chosen land. These new stars quickly became mascots,  
as well as increasingly important economic players. They could be 
seen everywhere: in the cinema, in bookstores, in newspapers,  
on posters, in the windows of toyshops and on everyday objects. 
They invaded the daily lives of millions of people and were now part 
of their households, through the intermediary role of newspapers, 
magazines and family films. They thus formed an inexhaustible  
reservoir for advertising.

The respective milieus of film animators and the graphic artists  
of comics were closed worlds in which relationships were tough.  
As hostages of industrialisation and the progress of Taylorism,  
these workers with pencils rivalled one another, moving from  
one studio to another. Those who succeeded were both envied  
and admired, as well as those who set out to innovate, such  
as Max Fleischer who, by inventing the Rotoscope in 1915, allowed 
production processes to be accelerated by graphically "tracing 
over" a movement that had already been filmed.

the triumph of comic & cartoon stars II.

9.
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Mickey the tiny mouse gave birth to an empire. Between 1928  
and 1953, Mickey appeared in 121 short films. Betty Boop was born 
progressively, starting in August 1930 (Dizzy Dishes) under the pencil  
of Grim Natwick, the future animator of Snow White, before  
triumphing in Minnie the Moocher (1932), accompanied by Cab 
Calloway’s band. She was the pin-up in over a hundred short films. 
Between 1933 and 1942, Popeye’s score was even higher.  
The two studios – Disney and Fleischer – waged a bitter war  
of influence with their heroes as their proxies, until 1942.

These proliferating icons conquered all the sectors of economic  
activity, while generating a profusion of products and languages,  
based on each new technical element, thus becoming  
renewed and lasting.

10.

11.

fig 1.

12.
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In Europe, just after the Second War World, Tintin, the famous series  
of comic books created by Hergé and initially published in 1929,  
was transposed into an animated film for the first time in 1947.  
But the producers went bankrupt before it was released,  
and The Crab with the Golden Claws, directed by Claude Misonne, 
was only shown in public in 2007. It was necessary to wait for the film 
The Calculus Affair, created under the direction of Ray Goossens  
and released on screen in 1964, to see this world famous series 
receive its public launch in an animated version.

At a time when Boris Vian was writing Froth on the Daydream,  
when Hergé was drawing Prisoners of the Sun, when bebop  
was taking off, when Marcel Duhamel was launching the collection 
"Série noire", when Saul Steinberg was publishing All in Line,  
when Jean Nohain was founding Le Petit Journal, to host Frimousset 
Détective or Godefroy-le-Bouillant, when Jackson Pollock started 
experimenting with dripping, when Fredric Brown wrote What Mad 
Universe and Jean-Paul Sartre, Dirty Hands, two characters from  
the USA embodied the ambivalence and the mutation of this new 
era – Superman and Mister Magoo.

a revolution of formats and countercultureIII.

13.14.
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Superman, the famous series of fantasy comics created in 1938  
by Joe Shuster and Jerry Siegel, was then adapted into a number  
of short animated films by the Fleischer Studios (1941-1942). Projected 
in cinemas as a pre-programme, the episodes in the series gripped  
the public and helped to mobilise people during that worldwide 
conflict. Superman was to become extremely present on both small 
and big screens. It was joined by Captain America and they led  
to the birth of a vast constellation of upholders of the law and bad 
guys with superpowers, who are still adored across the planet  
and are emulated in every country.

The fantastical character of Superman is ironically endowed  
with the vigorous, protective power of the USA, while the absurd 
Mister Magoo expresses its hidden side and the growing malaise  
of the consumer society. Both of them dealt with the fears  
of the period: the cold war, the arms race, the overwhelming power 
of science and existential doubts. Finally, they both signalled  
the end of an age of innocence. Mickey, Bécassine and Popeye 
were succeeded by far more restless and tormented stars:  
Tex Avery’s Screwy Squirrel, Walter Lantz’s frantic Woodpecker  
or Chuck Jones’s Wile E. Coyote.

As of 1946, the television invaded American homes. Forced  
to restructure itself, the cinema industry in particular sacrificed short, 
animated films. At the same time, this new revolution led  
to adaptations of cartoons to this new medium, and a multiplication 
of ‘underground’ experiments.

fig 2.

15.
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In this context, the founding of the studio United Productions  
of America (UPA) in 1945 was essential. Its main directors,  
John Hubley and Bob Cannon, launched new, modern stars who 
were darker, more brash, and soon televisual, such as Mister Magoo, 
then Gerald McBoing Boing. UPA reached out to the entire world, 
echoing with British pop culture, Charles Schultz’s Snoopy,  
or influencing the birth in France of Jacques Rouxel’s Shadoks.  
In 1974, René Goscinny, Albert Uderzo and Georges Dargaud 
founded Studios Idéfix and set off on the adventure of creating 
feature-length animations, the first of which being The Twelve Tasks  
of Asterix (1976) and the second, The Ballad of the Daltons (1978).

In Japan, manga nourished animated cinema and, conversely,  
long or short anime films stimulated manga. The publishers' offer  
was adapted to suit the readers' demands and provided distinct 
narratives, often in the form of series, classified according to the age, 
gender and tastes of men, women, boys and girls, with science-fiction,  
sentimental tales and romances, detective stories, eroticism,  
epic combats… This diversification has its own well-established  
typology (kodomo, shonen, shojo, seinen, hentai, josei, mecha  
and other resulting genres) in the catalogues of bookstores.

The mangaka Osamu Tezuka (1928-1989) helped to popularise  
and refresh manga in Japan and the world. His work, Astro Boy 
(1952), marked an essential step in the development of modern 
anime: this little robot which is so human, wily and graphically  
modern, triggered the irresistible and exponential rise of a worldwide 
publishing industry. Like Tezuka, many mangakas have also worked 
on animated films.

16.

17.
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These past two decades have witnessed a revolution as important  
as that of Gutenberg’s printing press (in the 15th century):  
the Earth – which is increasingly globalised by the combined  
vectorisation of the cinema, the television and digital images –  
has become a planetary village.

The crowning of the image-king, which the era of "new attractions"  
had hinted at, has now happened. The new media that act  
as distributors may have become diversified, but they all now act 
simultaneously in publications or on cinema screens, the television, 
advertising, computers, tablets, smartphones or video games,  
contributing to the creation of a new collective culture.

This new, often popular culture, that to a degree transcends borders, 
has its own codes. The 21st century is in the process of inventing  
a "new graphism". This culture is forging a language which was  
a minority one at the beginning, but is now becoming dominant,  
in other words, more and more universal.

world-images: unsuspected perspectivesIV.

18.
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This final part shows a significant fragment of these world-images 
that are contributing to a reformulation of our vision, by opening up 
unsuspected perspectives. This is how Popeye has led us  
to the rebellious little girl in Persepolis. Such are the pre-apocalyptic 
images of Murakami, inspired by Briggs, or those of Winshluss,  
who delivers his perception of the relationship between comics  
and animated films, or else other creators who overplay dated 
codes to invent new ones, such as Blutch, Dupuy or Mandico.

19.

fig 3.fig 4.
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The exhibition "from popeye to persepolis. comics and animated 
films" has received the label "Exhibition of National Interest".

It has been organised in partnership with Lobster films  
and the École des métiers du cinéma d'animation (EMCA).

Apart from the collections of the museum and the library of La Cité 
internationale de la bande dessinée et de l'image, the exhibition  
has benefitted from numerous loans and external contributions.

Our thanks go to the authors and lenders from public and private 
collections without whom this exhibition could not have taken place:

The authors Achdé, Blutch, Philippe Dupuy, Jul, Boris Labbé,  
André Lindon, Bertrand Mandico, Richard McGuire, Lorenzo Mattotti, 
Vincent Parronaud, Monique Renault and Winshluss;

Galerie Anne Barrault, Paris; Laurence Braunberger, Les Films du jeudi, 
Paris; Bertrand Desormeaux, Trafic Image, Angoulême; Rina Zavagli, 
Galerie Martel, Paris;

Bernard Mahé, Fonds 9e Art Références, Paris; Diane Launier,  
Art Ludique, Paris; Yaël Ben Nun, Musée du film d'animation, Annecy; 
Bruno and Xavier Courtet, Archives familiales Courtet-Cohl  
et Éditions Omnisciences, Cognac-Nantes;  
Gaël Teicher, Les Éditions de l'œil, Paris; Matthieu Lamotte, aaa  
production, Montreuil; Marc Faye, Novanima Production, Périgueux;  
Cécile Noesser, Emmanuel-Alain Reynal, Galerie Miyu, Paris;  
Valérie Schermann and Christophe Jankovic, Prima Linea Production, 
Paris-Angoulême; 
Jean-Baptiste Garnero (Archives Françaises du Film)  
and Françoise Lemerige, Cinémathèque Française, Paris-Bois d'Arcy 
et Collection CNC, Paris; 
Sylvie Saerens, Les amis d'Émile Reynaud, Rungis; 
Paul Salmona and Pascal Concordia, Musée d'Art et d'Histoire  
du Judaïsme, Paris; 
Frédéric Sardet, the Geneva Library.

As well as the private collectors who wish to remain anonymous.

Our particular thanks go to Jul for his participation in the teaser  
campaign of the exhibition and Vincent Paronnaud for his magnificent 
illlustrated interpretation of the exhibition’s theme.

acknowledgements
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And our thanks for loans of film extracts go to: aaa production ; 
Archives Pathé-Gaumont; Argos Films; ARP Sélection, Caramel Film, 
Diabolo Films, Entre chien et loup, Kaibou Productions, La Petite 
Reine; Belvision, Dargaud films; the Library of Geneva;  
Boris Labbé; CNC-Direction du patrimoine cinématographique;  
the Swiss Film Archive, Geneva; Brian Cosgrove, Mark Hall  
and John Hambley; Diaphana Films; Eye Filmuseum, Amsterdam;  
Folimage, Lu- nanime; Fox Pathé Europa; Films du paradoxe;  
Je suis bien content; La Cinémathèque française; Les Éditions  
de Minuit; Les Films du jeudi; Lobster Films; Bertrand Mandico;  
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; MoMA, New York; Novanima Productions;  
the National Film Board of Canada; Pink Splash Production;  
Prima Linea Productions; Production Apple Corps, King Features  
Production, TVC London; Studio Ghibli; Studio UPA; Tezuka  
Productions; Toei Animation; UGC Distribution; Universal Studios;  
Unzero Film; Warner Brothers Cartoons.
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extract (foreword) 

This is a genuine 21st-century cabinet of curiosities, with the looks  
of a rather kitsch jumble which, quite naturally, will not be limited  
to a single segment of the history in which the exhibition’s title  
"from popeye to persepolis", claims to limit it. Cabinets of curiosities 
always overflow. Just like this exhibition, because "all the visible  
universe is nothing but a storehouse of images and signs to which  
the imagination will give a relative place and value"1.

So, any claim here to have taken everything in would be a sham,  
or else deception. All we can do is to make a few lanterns shine,  
as sparkling, fantastical sources. We can just suggest the appeal  
of a stroll through the labyrinthine pathway that we have created  
and encourage "vagabondage, what we would call bohemianism, 
cult of multiplied sensation"2.

Here, you need to become a hunter so as to grasp, in an apparent  
disorder, occasionally sumptuous fragments that have been  
tarnished by time. To be moved in front of a pop-up of Popeye. 
To admire Gene Kelly dancing with Jerry. To be moved by the first 
images for Praxinoscope by Émile Reynaud. To enter the minds  
of street children with their eyes devouring mere comics, now  
become incunabula. To dream in front of an original plate by Winsor 
McCay. To sympathise with the quite literal reduction of Superman 
put in a cage by Brainiac and Luthor. To smile at the dancer  
Ann Pennington teaching Felix the Cat the black bottom. To exult  
at the rediscovery of an old televised episode of Les Shadoks.  
To discover the meticulous graphic investigations of Persepolis.  
To see again Fear(s) of the Dark. To be amazed by Émile Cohl’s Vues 
pelliculaires.

This almost torrential profusion, characteristic of the frenzy  
of the 19th-21st centuries, to which are associated the births  
and adjacent developments of comics and animated films,  
as shown in the exhibition with its over four hundred items on display, 
bears witness to the arising of a new cult of images.

from popeye to persepolis 
comics and animated films

under the direction of  
d'Anne Hélène Hoog  
et de Pascal Vimenet

64 pages  
80 illustrations
21 x 28 cm
heat-sealed blinding
14 € 
éditions Warm 
published in January 2022

the accompanying  
catalogue (in French) 

1. Baudelaire, "The Painter of Modern Life”,Phaidon Press", 1995. 
2. Baudelaire, "My Heart Laid Bare”, Contra Mundum Press, 2017.
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This is what "from popeye to persepolis" is devoted to, an accumulation  
in simultaneity of what makes up the sociology, history, semiology  
and aesthetics of two arts that have contributed to the current  
upheaval of the world: comics and animated films. The paths  
opened up by this living worksite are maze-like, going so far as that 
"adoration of surfaces"3 generated today, at a planetary level,  
by new series of digital images. And this exhibition, by showing up 
certain correlations or ghettoizations, can still only explore a part  
of them.

However, "from popeye to persepolis", the flagship exhibition  
of La Cité internationale de la bande dessinée et de l'image  
for the year 2022, is taking on an exceptional character to which  
all types of public should be receptive.

We have conceived it as an antidote to the blasé era in which  
we live and for all those who have kept alive in themselves the best 
part of childhood, in homage also to the well-known and the less 
renowned artists who have contributed their talents to the appearance  
of a new form of expression: a belief in the active poetry of the world 
and an imagination which is never at half-mast. 

Anne Hélène Hoog, Pascal Vimenet, Serge Bromberg 
curators of the exhibition

Sommaire du catalogue

Préface, Pierre Lungheretti

Foreword of the exhibition’s  
curators 

Anne Hélène Hoog,  
A World in your Pocket

Pascal Vimenet,  
From Töpffer to the Fleischers:  
fixed images, animated images 

Pascal Vimenet,  
Premisses of a counterculture

Serge Bromberg,  
Barbenzinc saved in extremis

Xavier Kawa-Topor,  
Angoulême: melting pot of images

The exhibition  
List of works on display

Sources

The catalogue presents a series 
of contextual texts which are 
 informative and analytical,  
offering original insights into  
the exhibition. The end  
of the catalogue assembles  
the remarks on each of the four 
parts that make up the exhibition's 
pathway and lists detailed  
references of the works on display. 
It is fully illustrated by a rich  
iconography.

3. Kitzinger Ernst, The Cult of Images in the Age Before Iconoclasm, French translation  
and postface (“L'adoration des surfaces”) by Philippe-Alain Michaud, Paris, Éditions Macula,  
“La littérature artistique”, 2019.
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traduction et postface, philippe-alain michaud, paris,  
éditions macula, "la littérature artistique", 2019

Siegfried Kracauer 
die angestellten. aus dem neusten deutschland,  
frankfurter societäts-druckerei, Frankfurt am Main 1930

Laurent Le Forestier 
"un tournant du cinéma des premiers temps : le passage à la 
production de masse chez pathé entre 1905 et 1908", in 1895, n ° 37, 
paris, afrhc, july 2002

Émile Levasseur 
"l'instruction populaire au XIXe siècle", in revue pédagogique,  
paris, librairie Ch. Delagrave, n°7, t. XLV, 1904

Laurent Mannoni 
le grand art de la lumière et de l'ombre, archéologie du cinéma, 
paris, nathan, "réf.", 1999

Jean-Yves Mollier 
"le manuel scolaire et la bibliothèque du peuple",  
in romantisme, l'édition populaire, n°80, 1993

Cécile Noesser  
la résistible ascension du cinéma d'animation ; socio-genèse  
d'un cinéma-bis en france (1950-2010), paris, l'harmattan, 2016
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Maurice Noverre, édition établie par Sébastien Roffat 
la vérité sur l'invention de la projection animée, Émile Reynaud, sa 
vie et ses travaux, paris, l'harmattan, "cinémas d'animations", 2013

Élisabeth Parinet 
"les bibliothèques de gare, un nouveau réseau pour le livre",  
in romantisme, l'édition populaire, n°80

Benoît Peeters et Thierry Groensteen 
Töpffer, l'invention de la bande dessinée, paris, hermann, 1994

Raymond Perrin 
un siècle de fictions pour les 8 à 15 ans (1901-2000), paris, 
l'harmattan, 2003

Benjamin Rabier 
Gédéon, la vache qui rit et cie, ouvrage collectif,  
paris-la-roche-sur-yon, somogy, éditions d'art-conseil général  
de vendée, 2009

Theodor Roszak 
the making of a counter culture – reflections of the technocratic 
society and its youthful opposition, new york, doubleday & co, 1969

Albert Smith 
in two reels and a crank, new york, doubleday & co, 1952

Maria Tortajada 
"machines cinématiques et dispositifs visuels. cinéma  
et “pré-cinéma” à l'œuvre chez Alfred Jarry", in 1895, n° 40,  
paris, AFRHC, july 2003

Pascal Vimenet (dir.) 
Émile Cohl, montreuil-annecy, éditions de l'œil – communauté  
de l'agglomération d'annecy (musée-château), "les animés", 2008

Pascal Vimenet et Maurice Corbet (dir.) 
et revoilà les Shadoks, ouvrage collectif,  
montreuil-annecy, éditions de l'œil – ville d'annecy (musée-château), 
"les animés", 2018
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film projections, workshops, cinema-concerts, encounters,  
a symposium and guided visits will accompany the exhibition  
(in French)

animated adaptation of the summit of the gods, by Jiro Taniguchi 
encounter followed by a projection

guests: Patrick Imbert (director)  
and Jean-Charles Ostorero (producer)  
cinéma de la Cité, salle nemo  4 february 2022  6.30pm – 11pm  

Reynaud, pioneer of moving drawings  
exchanges about the public reception of Émile Reynaud’s 
praxinoscopes and pantomimes lumineuses in the 19th century
round table followed by a projection of Hugo Cabret

with Sylvie Saerens and Christelle Odoux (association les amis  
d’Émile Reynaud)
moderator of the round table: Sébastien Roffat (author  
of the republication of Maurice Noverre’s book: La vérité  
sur l'invention de la projection animée, Émile Reynaud,  
sa vie et ses travaux, l'harmattan, 2013)
auditorium du musée ou salle nemo   3 march 2022   6.30pm – 11pm   

cinema (animated!) and comics
intermediary vocation(s) or identity leaps?
symposium  NEF animation 

organisation: Xavier Kawa-Topor, Pascal Vimenet (NEF animation),  
and Jean-Christophe Boulard (EMCA) 
under the aegis of the scientific committee of NEF animation,
with the support of the EESI, la Cité internationale de la bande 
dessinée et de l'image, the réseau universitaire régional
and institutional partners.
amphithéâtre du nil, ENJMIN, angoulême  30 march -1 april 2022

japanese animated cinema 
round table 

lecture by Ilan N'guyen  
"how the 'anime' took hold of the manga"
cinéma de la Cité, salle nemo   5 may 2022   6.30pm – 11pm 

around the exhibition 
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cartoons and animated films in specialised reviews / what  
approaches, what criticism? 
round table followed by a projection

with Vincent Bernière (cahiers de la BD), Philippe Capart  
(la crypte tonique), Thierry Méranger (les cahiers du cinéma), 
Jacques Kermabon (blink blank)
Moderator: Maël Rannou
auditorium du musée  7 june 2022  6.30pm – 8pm

zoom on the future 
round table  

with Cyril Pedrosa and Sébastien Laudenbach
presentation of their work (process)
cinéma de la Cité, salle nemo  4 october  2022  6pm – 8pm

"retour de flammes"
show  

projection-special animated films of the cinematograph 
by Serge Bromberg (lobster films) 
cinéma de la Cité, salle nemo   autumn 2022  

events and workshops

workshops  initiation into animated cinema 
by the students of the EMCA (on Wednesdays and during school 
holidays in partnership with the outreach team of la Cité)
musée de la bande dessinée, salle de médiation   february and april 2022

workshops  comics and animated films  
led by the cultural outreach team  
musée de la bande dessinée and off-site
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press visuals 
1. Louis Biedermann, all the funny folks,  
new york, king features syndicate   

2. Charles Burns, fear(s) of the dark, paris, 2007-2008  
© prima linea productions

3. Jules Chéret, pantomimes lumineuses. théâtre optique  
by É. Reynaud, paris, musée Grévin, 1892, colour reproduction,  
© musées d'annecy

4. Émile Reynaud, praxinoscope-théâtre, paris, 1879,  
J. Magnan phot. © les amis d'Émile Reynaud

5. vue d'ensemble théâtre optique – une scène de pantomime 
"pauvre Pierrot !" projection at the musée Grévin, paris, 23 july 1892,  
in la nature n° 999, collection particulière 

6. René Pellos and Roland de Montaubert, les pieds nickelés 
s'évadent, march 1950, (detail of original sheet) 
donated by Raymond Chiavarino © CIBDI

7. Winsor McCay, gertie, new york, 1914, original sheet, drawing,  
ink on paper © CIBDI

8. Winsor McCay, gertie, new york, 1914, planche originale,  
dessin, encre sur papier © CIBDI

9. George Herriman, krazy kat, états-unis, before 1920  
(detail of the original sheet) © CIBDI

10. pathé projector for children, called pathé-kid and 14 rolls  
of old animated films, france, 1930’s, J. Magnan phot. © CIBDI

11. projector nic n° 2, barcelona, spain, 1950 J. Magnan phot.  
© trafic image, angoulême 

12. page of funnies showing episodes of the series popeye  
(by Tom Sims and Bill Zaboly), henry (by Carl Anderson)  
and an advertisement for the brand kleenex with the character  
little lulu by Marge (Marjorie Henderson Buell, called),  
in little lulu goes dancing, usa, 7 april 1946 © CIBDI

13. Pete Alvarado (Peter J. Alvarado, called), mister magoo, états-unis, 
undated [1960-1979], original sheet, CIBDI © king features syndicate, inc.

14. Curt Swan (Douglas Curtis Swan, called), drawing for the cover of 
the  superman comic book. brainiac and luthor team up to destroy 
superman, new york, 1964, original sheet, CIBDI, TM © 2021  
DC. all rights reserved
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15. studio marvel, after Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, the silver surfer  
and doctor doom, for the series of televised cartoons the fantastic 
four, 1994-1996, drawings on paper and tracing paper  
© marvel productions

16. Jacques Rouxel (france, cherbourg, 1931 – paris, 2004),  
scriptwriter and Jean-Paul Couturier, cartoonist, les shadoks,  
3 – published in france-soir, 1970; 6 – published in télé 7 jours, 1970, 
loan by Matthieu Lamotte © aaa production

17. Ozamu Tezuka and Akira Himekawa, astro boy (tetsuwan atomu), 
panini comics, generation comics, glénat manga poche, tome 1 
(1996-2000) N° 1, 2 and 3 (2005), CIBDI © panini comics

18. Lorenzo Mattotti, the bears’ famous invasion of sicily,  
france, 2019, photogram, prima linea productions 
 © Pathé distribution 

19. Bertrand Mandico, the missing pieces picture show, france, 2020, 
cut, unedited rushes, animated landscape collage, real takes 
© Bertrand Mandico

illustrations
fig 1. poster for the cartoon mickey mouse sound cartoons,  
by UB IWerks et disney, celebrity productions inc., 1929  
© walt disney

fig 2. bugs bunny, USA, undated [late 20th century], drawing  
for animation, gouache on celluloid, fonds 9e art references, paris  
© warner bros. cartoons studios

fig 3. Winshluss (Vincent Paronnaud, called) and Nicolas Pawlowski, 
smart monkey, france, 2014, black and white and colour cartoon, 
extract, after the cartoon by Winshluss © je suis bien content

fig 4. persepolis, france, 1998-1999, story-board sheet of the film  
by Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud, 4 pencillings on 1 sheet, 
lead mine on paper, 1998-1999, collection of the musée art ludique  
© diaphana films
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cité internationale de la bande dessinée et de l'image 
121 rue de bordeaux bp 72308 f – angoulême cedex

musée de la bande dessinée 
quai de la charente, angoulême 
car parks on rue des abras

contacts 
general information  05 45 38 65 65 / 05 17 17 31 00 
musée 05 45 38 65 63 
réservations, information contact@citebd.org 
www.citebd.org

museum opening times 
from tuesday to friday from 10am to 6pm 
saturday from 10am to 6pm 
sunday and public holidays from 2pm to 6pm

ticket prices museum and exhibitions 
full rate 10 € 
reduced rate 5 €  students  - 26 years old, apprentices, unemployed, 
senior card, people with disabilities 
free for subscribers and the under 18,  
the accompaniers of groups of over 10 people  
and the accompaniers of people with disabilities 
the 1st Sunday of the month free for all, except in july and august

la carte cité 
individual 15 €  under 18 free  
duo 22 €  students in "grand angoulême" 7,50 €  
educational and extra-curricular 100 € 
enterprises and collectivities 150 €

covid certificate 
in accordance with government guidelines, access to the museum 
requires the presentation of a European covid certificate  
for all people aged over 12 years and 2 months
wearing a mask is obligatory as of the age of 6

practical information  


